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Introduction	&	Motivation	

•  Inventing	new	algorithms	is	tough	
– Depends	largely	on	inate	talent,	or	luck	

•  There	are	many	still	to	be	invented	
•  Small	fraction	of	SW	is	correctness	critical	
But	then	it	really	matters	

•  Standards	for	automotive,	aviation,	medical,	…	



Introduction	&	Motivation	(cont)	

•  Start	with	pre-	and	postcondition	
•  Co-develop	program	and	annotations	
•  Lightweight	correctness-by-construction	
Historically,	the	“other”	camp	
Alternatives?	
– Testing	
– Verification	
– Posthoc	proof	



Random	Quotes	

Bjarne	Stroustrup	
“infrastructure	software”	has	stronger	quality	
and	elegance	requirements	
	

C.A.R.	(Tony)	Hoare	
“…taxonomies	are	to	the	field	of	algorithmics	
what	the	Standard	Model	is	to	Particle	
Physics…”	



CbC	in	other	Engineering	Disciplines	

•  Common	in	electronic,	mechanical,	civil,	…	
•  For	example,	CAD	tools:	
•  Component-based	engineering	from	components	
with	known	properties	

•  Standard	libraries	of	building	blocks	used	by	drag-
and-drop	

•  Tools	respect	component	properties	and	
restrictions	on	composition	



Correctness-by-Construction	(CbC)	

Worthless	to	the	Working	Programmer	-	Great	for	Computer	Scientists	
It's	like	someone	writing	a	book	entitled	"A	Discipline	of	Calculus"	and	then	claiming	
that	every	engineer	should	use	it	to	"properly"	develop	their	projects,	allowing	the	
formalism	to	do	their	thinking	for	them.	
James	R.	Pannozzion	November	12,	2011	



CbC	Round	2+	



What	is	CbC?	

CbC	==	
	Construct	a	program/algorithm	
	from	a	specification	
	using	refinement/C-preserving	transforms	

	
In	our	case	
	Imperative	programs	(GCL)	
	Requires	FOPL	



Ex:	A	Simple	sorting	Algorithm	

spirit of lightweightness (seen in more places below), we also do not formalise
that A contains the same elements before and after the algorithm executes—
though now sorted.

Abstractly, the notation we use for pre-post specification (known as Hoare
triples) looks like

{P} S {Q}
which specifies that ‘assuming precondition P holds (is true), program statement
(command) S will terminate and Q will then hold’. Refinement rules based on
weakest precondition semantics allow for stepwise refinement of this pre-post
specification. By convention, Dijkstra’s Guarded Command Language (GCL)
[11,12] is used to specify the programming commands that are embedded in the
algorithmic specification. The refinement steps yield algorithmic specifications
that embed increasingly detailed programming commands until we arrive at a
specification that is su�ciently detailed to be translated into a programming
language for compilation. Since GCL is an imperative pseudo-code, it can be
translated to the method bodies of most object-oriented languages.

Returning to our need for a sorting algorithm, we initially appeal to some
intuition and diagrams while designing a simple algorithm2. Since we do not
know the length of array A a priori, we require at least one loop (a.k.a. a repe-
tition command). This loop might move left-to-right through A using an index
variable i, ensuring that everything strictly to the left of i is sorted, while the
elements from i to the right may be unsorted. This ‘ensurance’ is encapsulated
in a predicate called a loop invariant, and is graphically presented in Figure 1.
From the figure, we also note that when i goes o↵ the right end of A (that

A Sorted(A[0,i)) Unsorted(A[i,A.len))

0 i A.lenvariant: (A.len � i)

Fig. 1. Diagram of an invariant: that part of A strictly to the left of index i is sorted;
subscript [0, i) indicates that subrange from A strictly to the left of i. The variant is
depicted as the ‘distance for i to go’ in A.

is, i = A.len), we should stop, and since our invariant holds, A is sorted—our
postcondition is established. Of course, we also require a plausible termination
argument. Intuitively, we can see that, as long as our loop increments i in steps of
1 in each iteration (and no absurdities occur such as A spontaneously growing),
we will go o↵ the end of A and terminate. This is formalised with an integer-
valued expression known as a variant, which is initially finite, can never be less
than 0 and declines in each iteration, hence, it is bounded by 0. In our case, the

2 We could, of course, apply ever deeper levels of intuition and arrive at the best
known algorithms, but we limit our example here to the simplest sorting algorithms.
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cient from a productivity perspective. To mitigate this problem, we argue for the
lightweight application of CbC, followed by the application of PhV that can now
direcly use the CbC-derived annotations that come along ‘for free’. Thus CbC
should not be viewed as being in opposition to traditional PhV. Rather, CbC
and PhV are complementary strategies for enhancing functional correctness.

To argue this position, we outline the CbC approach in the next section,
emphasizing the development of loops. Section 3 then reflects on the relation-
ship between CbC and PhV, indicating their relative strengths and weaknesses
and emphasising, inter alia, loop termination. Section 4 briefly outlines our ex-
periences on a case study in which PhV was applied to a CbC solution to an
algorithmic problem and then attempted on a publicly available solution. The
final section recommends combining CbC and PhV for the endeavour towards
correct software and finishes with an outlook to future work.

2 Correctness-by-Construction

This section provides a short and necessarily superficial introduction to CbC.
Here, we focus on CbC for loops, including invariants, variants and termination.
We assume the reader has read [20, Section 2] for a brief introduction to the
Dijkstra/Hoare style of CbC, and that the reader has a basic understanding of
first order predicate logic (FOPL) formulae. A thorough introduction to CbC
and related topics can be found in the ‘original’ books [8,9,10] (some of which
are out of print or di�cult to find) as well as [11] (available as a PDF from
the author) and most recently [12]. We begin with a simple sorting algorithm
before moving to a simplified graph closure algorithm, both of which are chosen
to illustrate aspects of loop-design and termination.

2.1 A simple sorting algorithm

CbC involves constructing a program (a.k.a. algorithm) from a specification
using refinement steps. Given an algorithmic problem, CbC, thus, requires an
articulation of the problem’s pre- and postcondition. For our purposes, such an
articulation may be a pragmatic blend of natural language, FOPL, and diagrams.
For example, if the problem is that of sorting a non-empty array A, it could be
stated in a so-called pre-post formula:

{A.len > 0} S {Sorted(A)} (1)

The foregoing is an assertion that states that if the length of array A is greater
than 0 and some abstract command1 S executes, then the command will termi-
nate and the array will be sorted.

In this particular context, there is no compelling reason to provide a formal
FOPL definition of what it means for an array to be sorted. Instead, we simply
assert the sortedness of array A by an undefined predicate Sorted(A). In a similar

1 Dijkstra-speak for ‘program statement’.
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Sorting:	introducing	a	loop	

spirit of lightweightness (seen in more places below), we also do not formalise
that A contains the same elements before and after the algorithm executes—
though now sorted.

Abstractly, the notation we use for pre-post specification (known as Hoare
triples) looks like

{P} S {Q}

which specifies that ‘assuming precondition P holds (is true), program statement
(command) S will terminate and Q will then hold’. Refinement rules based on
weakest precondition semantics allow for stepwise refinement of this pre-post
specification. By convention, Dijkstra’s Guarded Command Language (GCL)
[11,12] is used to specify the programming commands that are embedded in the
algorithmic specification. The refinement steps yield algorithmic specifications
that embed increasingly detailed programming commands until we arrive at a
specification that is su�ciently detailed to be translated into a programming
language for compilation. Since GCL is an imperative pseudo-code, it can be
translated to the method bodies of most object-oriented languages.

Returning to our need for a sorting algorithm, we initially appeal to some
intuition and diagrams while designing a simple algorithm2. Since we do not
know the length of array A a priori, we require at least one loop (a.k.a. a repe-
tition command). This loop might move left-to-right through A using an index
variable i, ensuring that everything strictly to the left of i is sorted, while the
elements from i to the right may be unsorted. This ‘ensurance’ is encapsulated
in a predicate called a loop invariant, and is graphically presented in Figure 1.
From the figure, we also note that when i goes o↵ the right end of A (that

A Sorted(A[0,i)) Unsorted(A[i,A.len))

0 i A.len

A Sorted(A[0,i)) Unsorted(A[i,A.len))

0 i A.lenvariant: (A.len � i)

Fig. 1. Diagram of an invariant: that part of A strictly to the left of index i is sorted;
subscript [0, i) indicates that subrange from A strictly to the left of i. The variant is
depicted as the ‘distance for i to go’ in A.

is, i = A.len), we should stop, and since our invariant holds, A is sorted—our
postcondition is established. Of course, we also require a plausible termination

2 We could, of course, apply ever deeper levels of intuition and arrive at the best
known algorithms, but we limit our example here to the simplest sorting algorithms.
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Invariant	in	FOPL	

spirit of lightweightness (seen in more places below), we also do not formalise
that A contains the same elements before and after the algorithm executes—
though now sorted.
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elements from i to the right may be unsorted. This ‘ensurance’ is encapsulated
in a predicate called a loop invariant, and is graphically presented in Figure 1.
From the figure, we also note that when i goes o↵ the right end of A (that
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is, i = A.len), we should stop, and since our invariant holds, A is sorted—our
postcondition is established. Of course, we also require a plausible termination
argument. Intuitively, we can see that, as long as our loop increments i in steps of
1 in each iteration (and no absurdities occur such as A spontaneously growing),
we will go o↵ the end of A and terminate. This is formalised with an integer-
valued expression known as a variant, which is initially finite, can never be less
than 0 and declines in each iteration, hence, it is bounded by 0. In our case, the

2 We could, of course, apply ever deeper levels of intuition and arrive at the best
known algorithms, but we limit our example here to the simplest sorting algorithms.
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argument. Intuitively, we can see that, as long as our loop increments i in steps of
1 in each iteration (and no absurdities occur such as A spontaneously growing),
we will go o↵ the end of A and terminate. This is formalised with an integer-
valued expression known as a variant, which is initially finite, can never be less
than 0 and declines in each iteration, hence, it is bounded by 0. In our case, the
distance from i to A.len fits the bill, and this is shown in the figure. In FOPL,
the invariant I can be written as:

I : Sorted(A[0,i)) ^ (i  A.len)

Since it is relatively obvious, we do not bother to explicitly mention in I that
A[i,A.len) is as yet unsorted. As mentioned before, when i goes o↵ the right side
(i = A.len), our invariant I implies Sorted(A[0,A.len)), which is equivalent to our
postcondition Sorted(A).

We are now equipped to make two refinement steps rapidly. The first step
takes us from (1) above and uses the ‘sequence’ (of commands) rule to give

{A.len > 0} S1 {I}; S2 {Sorted(A)}

where we choose S1 to do a minimal amount of work—simply set i = 0, which
establishes I, since substituting I[i := 0] gives

Sorted(A[0,0)) ^ (0  A.len)

and the empty array segment A[0,0) is trivially sorted. We can now put the pieces
together in the refinement step to introduce the loop3, where the increment of i
is already provided:

{ A.len > 0 }
i : = 0;
{ invariant I and variant A.len � i }
do i 6= A.len !

{ I ^ i 6= A.len| {z }
loop guard

}

S3;
i : = i+ 1
{ I ^ variant A.len � i has decreased and is non-negative }

od
{ I ^ ¬(i 6= A.len)| {z }

i=A.len| {z }
Sorted(A)

}

3 Here, we have written the I in many places to emphasise where it must hold. In most
algorithm presentations, it is only mentioned in the line preceding the loop, but the
other proof obligations remain (in this case for S3 to re-establish the invariant).
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First	Refinements	
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First	Refinements	(cont)	
{ A.len > 0 }
i : = 0;
{ invariant I and variant A.len � i }
do ¬(i = A.len)| {z }

i 6=A.len

!

{ I ^ i 6= A.len| {z }
loop guard

}

S3;
i : = i+ 1
{ I ^ variant A.len � i has decreased and is non-negative }

od
{ I ^ ¬¬(i = A.len)| {z }

i=A.len| {z }
Sorted(A)

}

Interestingly, at no point have we relied (in our correctness arguments) on the
precondition A.len > 0. In fact, we could have omitted this restriction and
accommodated empty arrays—the remainder of the algorithm would have been
entirely correct. The precondition would then have been {A is an array} or even
more simply {true}. The first option makes explicit the type of A, and highlights
that it may not be ‘null’, must provide A.len and be homogeneous; we have left
out any formal discussion of types in this paper, though GCL contains types,
declarations and scoping [11,12]. Correct algorithm behaviour in corner cases
such as empty arrays are often overlooked by coders, or are so ‘intimidating’
that the precondition is then needlessly strengthened.

Clearly, at each loop iteration (increment of i), we will need to do some work
to ensure our invariant still holds. Command S3 must do something to integrate
element Ai into the sorted portion A[0,i), and for this we have some algorithmic
choices:

1. We can pairwise switch Ai with its left neighbour until it is in the correct
sorted position—this bubbling action leading to bubble sort.

2. We can search A[0,i) to find the appropriate place j for Ai, then bump A[j,i)

to the right by one position so Ai can fit at position j, in this case leading
to insertion sort. To find the value of j
(a) we can use linear search;
(b) or, thanks to Sorted(A[0,i)), we can use binary search

With all three of these possibilities, we would then refine S3 into another loop—a
step that is omitted here as it does not yield deeper insights into CbC. Lastly, as
is shown in the algorithm, we note the variant decreases by 1 with every iteration
and so the algorithm’s termination is assured4.

4 Again, this is barring absurdities such as the length of A changing dynamically, which
is precisely the di�culty in parallel programs, in which this may indeed happen.
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Ex:	A	Simple	closure	Algorithm	
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Fig. 2. Nodes representing N with arrows representing f : N �! N . For example,
f⇤(4) = {4, 6, 7, 8, 5}

We could have done this algorithm derivation much more formally, but this
lightweight CbC is the essence of what we advocate, with the formalities being
picked up as necessary by PhV as discussed in the coming sections.

2.2 A simple closure algorithm

The previous section’s refinement to a sorting algorithm involved a variant which
was relatively clear from the linear data-structure (array A). In this section, we
work towards an algorithm with a more complex variant, and thus termination
argument. One of the simplest closure-style problems is:

Given a finite set N , a total function

f : N �! N

and an element n0 2 N , compute the set

f⇤(n0) = {fk(n0) : 0  k}

where
f0(n0) = n0

and
fk(n0) = f(fk�1(n0))

for all k > 0.
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Closure	Specification	

This can be viewed as a problem over very simple directed graphs with nodes
N , where f gives the successor of a node. Despite the simplicity, the graphs can
take on a variety of forms, as illustrated in Figure 2.

The specification of an algorithm solving the simple closure problem is:

{N is finite ^ f : N �! N ^ n0 2 N} S {D = f⇤(n0)}

Intuitively, an algorithm computing f⇤(n0) will calculate all fk(n0) for increasing
k, stopping when an already-seen element of N has been reached (variable D
has already been presciently named for ‘done’). To further refine, we introduce
another set T for the ‘to-do’ elements; additionally, we introduce helper variable
i to express the invariant:

J : D = {fk(n0) : k < i} ^ T = {f i(n0)}

We do not bother to specify trivialities such as D \ T 6= ; and D,T ✓ N , etc.
This gives our first algorithm

{ N is finite ^ f : N �! N ^ n0 2 N }
D,T, i : = ;, {n0}, 0;
{ invariant J }
do T 6= ; !

{ J ^ (T 6= ;) } S0 { J }
od
{ J ^ (T = ;) }
{ D = f⇤(n0) }

As for our variant, we know that D cannot grow boundlessly since D ✓ N
and N is finite. One possible variant is therefore |N | � |D|, though it is not
particularly tight if we consider our example (in the caption of Figure 2): f⇤(4) =
{4, 6, 7, 8, 5} and at termination our variant is 9� 5 = 4, thus not reaching zero.
Alternatively (as we do below), we can use the definition of f⇤ to give a tight
variant |f⇤(n0)| � |D|. The latter variant of course uses f⇤ which is precisely
what we are computing, and is probably therefore inappropriate for subsequent
PhV; as a fall-back, the former, less tight variant may be used to still prove
termination.

This gives our complete algorithm with the loop body refined to executable
commands
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First	Algorithm	
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Final	Algorithm	
{ N is finite ^ f : N �! N ^ n0 2 N }
D,T, i : = ;, {n0}, 0;
{ invariant J and variant |f⇤(n0)|� |D| }
do T 6= ; !

{ J ^ (T 6= ;) }
let n such that n 2 T ;
D,T, i : = D [ {n}, T � {n}, i+ 1;
{ D = {fk(n0) : k < i} }
if f(n) 62 D ! T : = T [ {f(n)}
[] f(n) 2 D ! skip
fi
{ T = {f i(n0)} }
{ J ^ variant |f⇤(n0)|� |D| has decreased and is non-negative }

od
{ J ^ (T = ;) }
{ D = f⇤(n0) }

With this last closure algorithm (and the sorting algorithms in Section 2.1), we
have exemplified CbC’s ability to use small correctness-preserving refinement
steps to arrive at algorithms which are elegant and immediately understandable,
while simultaneously annotating the algorithm with assertions, invariants, and
variants which directly and correctly arise from the refinements. With relatively
little e↵ort, the variants can then be used to prove termination. In the next
section, we will see the further use of these artifacts in connecting CbC with
PhV.

3 The relationship between CbC and PhV

Post-hoc program verification [4,5,6,7] assumes that a program to be verified
is annotated with pre-/postcondition specifications for methods, and optionally
class invariants in case of object-oriented programs. Additional annotations need
to be provided to give the verification tools su�cient information in order to
close proofs automatically. These additional annotations are, for instance, loop
invariants and variants. Those annotations are classically expressed in FOPL for-
mulae that characterise the program’s variables, data structures and operations.
Post-hoc program verification tools generally build on FOPL and correspond-
ing provers and need to provide a calculus of the program semantics, i.e., how
programs change the valuation of FOPL formulae.

We distinguish two general approaches for treating programs in program
verification: (1) verification condition generation and (2) dynamic logic together
with symbolic execution. In verification condition generation, the postcondition
is transformed backwards through the program using a weakest precondition cal-
culus. The e↵ect of the program—i.e. the postcondition—is used to characterise
the resulting weakest precondition formulae. What then needs to be shown is
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Classifications	
Biological	Taxonomies	

•  Classify	organisms	
•  From	abstract,	general	

to	concrete,	specific	
•  Properties	(details)	explicit	
•  Allow	comparison	



Classifications:	
Algorithm	Taxonomies	

•  Similar	to	biological	
taxonomies	

•  Algorithm	taxonomies	
classify	algorithms	
based	on	essential	details	

•  Depicted	as	tree/DAG	
Nodes	refer	to	algorithms,	
branches	to	details	

•  Algorithms	solving	one	algorithmic	problem	
–  From	abstract,	general	to	concrete,	specific	
–  Root	represents	high-level	algorithm	



Taxonomies	
Presentation	&	Correctness—

Top-down	
•  Root	represents	high-level	algorithm	

–  With	pre-/postcondition,	invariants,	...	
–  Correctness	easily	shown	

•  Adding	detail	
–  Obtains	refinement/variation	

(from	literature	or	new)	
–  Branch	connecting	

algorithm	node	to	child	node	
–  Associated	correctness	arguments—correctness-preserving		

•  Correctness	of	root	and	of	details	on	rootpath	imply	
correctness	of	node—correctness-by-construction	approach	
(Dijkstra	et	al.,	Eindhoven;	Kourie	&	Watson,	2012)	



Taxonomies	
Presentation	&	Correctness—

Top-down	
•  Allow	comparison	

–  Commonalities	
lead	to	common	path	
from	root*	

•  Multiple	paths	
to	same	solution	possible	

•  Main	goal:	improve	understanding	
of	algorithms	and	their	relations,	
i.e.	commonalities	and	variabilities	

•  Secondary	goal:	highlight	opportunities	for	new	algorithms	



Taxonomies	
Advantages	and	Disadvantages	

+	Algorithm	comparison	easier	
+	Clear	and	correct	algorithm	presentation	
+	Leads	naturally	to	inventive	algorithmics	
+	Orders	field,	usable	as	teaching	aid	
+	Formal	specifications	
+	Aids	in	construction	of	toolkit	
-	Takes	much	time	and	effort	(abstraction	(bottom-up!),	sequential	addition	of	
details)	

-	Overkill	for	some	domains?	



TABASCO—Steps	

Process	consists	of	multiple	steps:	
1.  Selection	of	domain	
2.  Literature	survey	
3.  Classification	construction	
4.  Toolkit	design	
5.  Toolkit	implementation	
6.  Benchmarking	
7.  DSL/GUI	design	
8.  DSL/GUI	implementation	













Conclusions	

•  CbC	always	constructs	correct	algorithms	
•  Correctness	proof	is	integrated	in	derivation	
•  CbC	lite	should	be	widely	used	
•  Multi-algorithm	CbC	==	taxonomy	
•  Taxonomy-gap	exploration	==	new	algorithms	
•  CbC	should	be	taught	more	widely.		



Future	Work	

•  CbC	approaches	for	programming	models	and	
languages	other	than	sequential-imperative	
programs,	e.g.,	parallelism,	cloud-based	
programs	or	DSLs,	such	as	Matlab/Simulink,	
GP,	etc.	

•  CbC	tools	in	the	form	of	structured	editors	
that	directly	support	the	CbC	style	of	code	
derivation		
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Case	Study:	
Generalised	Stringology	

•  Regular	Grammar	and	Regular	Expression	
–  Different	types,	transformations	between	them	

•  Problems	
–  Membership/Acceptance	
–  Keyword	Pattern	Matching	(KPM)	

•  Finite	Automaton	
–  Nondeterministic	with/without	epsilon-transitions,	deterministic	

•  Theoretical	Results	(1950s)	
–  Equivalence	of	NFA	and	DFA	(subset	construction)	
–  Equivalence	of	RG,	RE,	and	FA	
–  Solve	by	constructing	and	using	FA	based	on	RG/RE	



Case	Study:	
Generalised	Stringology	(cont.)	

•  In	practice	(1960s	-	now):	
–  Many	applications	

•  Natural	language	text	search	
•  DNA	processing	
•  Network	intrusion	and	virus	detection	

–  Many	FA	constructions,	acceptance/KPM	algorithms—O(102)	
•  More	efficient;	for	specific	situations	

–  Difficult	to	find,	understand,	compare	
–  Separation	between	theory	and	practice	
–  Hard	to	compare	and	choose	implementations	



•  Detail	choice	and	order	depend	
on	personal	preference	
&	domain	understanding	

•  Inclusion	of	different	orders	
for	single	algorithm	leads	to	
directed	acyclic	graph	

•  Initial	version	by	Watson	
&	Zwaan	(1992-1996)	

•  Revised	&	extended	
–  Cleophas	(2003)	
–  Cleophas,	Watson	

&	Zwaan	(2004;	2010)	

Taxonomies	
Example:	Keyword	Pattern	Matching	











Taxonomies	
Example:	Keyword	Pattern	Matching	
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Boyer-Moore	algorithms	
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Boyer-Moore-Horspool example
Matching “abracadabra” in “The quick brown fox...”

Attempting a match at 0
The quick brown fox jumped over th/e///////lazy//////dog
abracadabra
Match got as far as i = 0. Will now shift right by 2

Attempting a match at 2
///The quick brown fox jumped over th/e///////lazy//////dog

abracadabra
Match got as far as i = 0. Will now shift right by 11

Attempting a match at 13
////The/////////quick//////brown fox jumped over th/e///////lazy//////dog

abracadabra
Match got as far as i = 0. Will now shift right by 11

Attempting a match at 24
////The/////////quick////////brown//////fox///////jumped over th/e///////lazy//////dog

abracadabra
Match got as far as i = 0. Will now shift right by 11



Single-keyword	dead-zone	
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Dead-zone example

Invoked with a live-zone of [0,34). Attempting a match at 17
The quick brown fox jumped over th/e///////lazy//////dog

abracadabra
Match got as far as i = 0. Will now shift left/right by 11/11
New dead-zone is [7,28).
Left will be [0,7) and right will be [28,34)

Invoked with a live-zone of [0,7). Attempting a match at 3
The qui///ck////////brown//////fox//////////jumped///over th/e///////lazy//////dog

abracadabra
Match got as far as i = 0. Will now shift left/right by 11/11
New dead-zone is [-7,14).
Left will be [0,-7) and right will be [14,7)

Invoked with a live-zone of [28,34). Attempting a match at 31
////The/////////quick////////brown//////fox//////////jumped///over th/e///////lazy//////dog

abracadabra
Match got as far as i = 0. Will now shift left/right by 11/4
New dead-zone is [21,35).
Left will be [28,21) and right will be [35,34)



1

p

dead

✻new dead left = (j − shift left(i, j) + 1) ✻new dead right = (j + shift right(i, j))

❄
live low

❄
j − (|p|− 1) ❄

j
❄

mo(i)
❄

j + (|p|− 1)
❄

live high

A	match	attempt-and-shift	
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Algorithm skeleton

proc dzmat(live low, live high) !
if (live low � live high) ! skip
[] (live low < live high) !

j := b(live low+ live high)/2c;
i := 0;

do ((i < |p|) cand (pi = Sj+i )) !
i := i + 1

od;
if i = |p| ! print(‘Match at ’, j)
[] i < |p| ! skip
fi;
new dead left := j � shift left(i , j) + 1;

new dead right := j + shift right(i , j);
dzmat(live low, new dead left );
dzmat(new dead right+ 1, live high)

fi
corp



Dead-Zone	example	(best	case)	
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DZ matching 01234 in a31

Invoked with a live-zone of [0,27). Attempting a match at 13
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa/////aaaa

01234
Match got as far as i = 0. Will now shift left/right by 5/5
New dead-zone is [9,18).
Left will be [0,9) and right will be [18,27)

Invoked with a live-zone of [0,9). Attempting a match at 4
aaaaaaaaa/////////////aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa/////aaaa

01234
Match got as far as i = 0. Will now shift left/right by 5/5
New dead-zone is [0,9).
Left will be [0,0) and right will be [9,9)

Invoked with a live-zone of [18,27). Attempting a match at 22
//////////////////////////aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa/////aaaa

01234
Match got as far as i = 0. Will now shift left/right by 5/5
New dead-zone is [18,27).
Left will be [18,18) and right will be [27,27)


